…The
assad
regime’s
violent response
to peaceful
protests in March
2011, during the arab
spring, has led to a
bloody civil war. there
are several reports of
assad using chemical
weapons against syrian
civilians. by funding
syrian rebels, the obama
administration took a
stance in 2013 against
russia and assad. The
rise of isis in 2014,
seizing territory in
northern syria and
iraq, prompted the
us to begin
airstrikes in
syria…

Aleppo, Syria

Brooklyn, New York

...The war in syria has progressed into an extremely
complex conflict between the assad regime, the kurds, Isis, and rebel
forces. While Russia, iran and Hezbollah defend assad, jordan, turkey, and the gulf
states have sided with rebel forces…in 2015 with assad rapidly losing territory, russia
began initiating airstrikes in addition to the us, targeting isis and us backed rebel groups,
but protecting assad…the result is devastating violence throughout syria, the
destruction of entire cities, and the death of over 450,000 people, including
hundreds of children…

Kids, get
your things…you’re
going to be late!

Mom! Is
there any more orange
juice?

For over three years we have all been watching the bloodshed in
Syria…the same images of death, war, and violence on every television
screen and in every headline. The result is fear... Islamaphobia, and this
has overshadowed the story of the 3 million refugees forced to flee
their country.

Amman, Jordan

Yalla! Go to school! And
turn off that television on your way
out…I don’t like to hear the news
so early...

the syrian refugee crisis has put enormous pressure on
jordan’s labor market…affecting the trade deficit, infrastructure, AND
resources…rent prices have risen dramatically with so many refugees looking for
homes, commodity prices have gone up…but wages have gone down as syrians
and jordanians compete for jobs…

Zaa’tari Refugee Camp, Jordan

The Zaa’tari refugee camp was first opened July 28, 2012 to host Syrians
fleeing the violence that erupted in 2011, in the ongoing Syrian civil war. As
of March 2015, the camp population was estimated at over 83,000 refugees,
making it the largest population center in Mafraq Governate.

Jordan currently has the world record for lowest ratio of natives to
refugees, 3 natives for every refugee. Jordan, a country roughly the size of
Indiana has taken in over 1.4 million refugees, equivalent to half the
population of Mexico.

October 2012: Damascus, Syria

Layla??

Omar! Where are
you??

Later that day…

We need to leave in the
morning. Baba is going to close the shop this week and he
will meet us in Jordan, it will only be for a few weeks, until
this bombing stops.

Why can’t we wait
for Baba??

Be a good boy like
your sisters and pack some
things to bring…one bag,
okay?

Omar…hold on to
your sisters’ hands…
Amira…Layla..

Mama its dark I
can’t see!

Don’t make a single noise.
Nothing. Breathe quiet. Layla, give the baby
the sleeping pill, watch the rocks. Yalla! Stay
with our guide, hurry.

Mama I’m so cold I
can’t walk…is there
another jacket?

Yaa habibti, we must keep
it around the baby, she's too small
for the cold. Just walk…focus on
the walking.

Camps like this one rely on international non-profits and the UN to
function, giving its residents basic supplies, vaccinations, food, and water.
Unfortunately the Syrian refugee camps, including Zaatari, have only received
half of the funding they were promised by donor countries.

Mama is this
home?

Yalla, we need to set up before
dark. Its not safe there are thugs in this
district of the camp and we don’t have gas
tonight for the heater.

Mama
what is there for
dinner?

Where’s
Baba?

Layla take
this ticket and get us
some bread please! Omar,
hold the baby…keep an
eye on Amira.

Bread tonight. I’ll
try to find something more
tomorrow…maybe some tea? I saw a
neighbor with a pot boiling
earlier.

Yalla, help us
with the tent. Take the
shovel.

Mama when
will we go back? Next
week?

I said I would
never leave Syria just a few
days ago… I don’t know
anything now. We will just
have to wait.

The Next Morning…

There is school
too…for your children.
But the classes are very
full.

Ahlan! Is there any work here
for us? We are new..My husband is closing
our shop, I don’t know when he will be
here…

Yaa habibti,
you have to figure something out with Jordanians
outside the camp. For my husband, they bring him supplies and he
does the labor. But there is a growing market here too. I weave baskets and
try to sell them on the market street just past those tents over
there…my sister tries to garden behind the tent.

No Mama! I
want MY school…in Damascus.
I don’t want to go to school
here.

The Next Day…

Mama, what is the
noise? Is that the
bombs?

I know, but you must
keep learning! Don’t you want to be a
doctor someday? Doctors need a lot of
school to learn how to help people
heal.

Shh, come lets
sing a song, let pray for Baba’s safety,
he must be getting ready to start his
trip soon.

zaa’tari is close to the syrian border and refugees often hear and feel the
blasts of airstrikes across the border. for many, this is a solemn reminder of
their homes, their friends and family members…who remain in syria.

Layla…Omar, tomorrow I
want you to try school tomorrow…we must
all keep living…that’s what Baba would want
for us.

Zaa’tari is the perfect example of syrian resilience— a makeshift city in
the middle of the desert. Many refugees in this camp struggle to maintain
even fragments of a normal life in a place without permanent shelter,
electricity, and other basic amenities.

We must find meaning
for our lives here…that’s how
we survive

the media spends the majority of its coverage discussing the horrors and the
violence of the syrian crisis, without any attention to the resourcefulness
and willpower of its victims- the surviving refugees. After a year of
operation, the camp’s administration switched from ready-made meals to
supplies for communal kitchens or bartering in the makeshift market place.

In Aleppo, I ran a falafel restaurant with
my older brother- the best in the neighborhood. He’s still
in the city, alive, Inshah-allah, so i started one here…it gives
me a sense of purpose. I feel closer to my brother when
I cook muhummus.
Mama.. Look…
Falafel!

We must fight
for our childrens’
futures

I started a make-shift beauty parlor
when my little sister got married in the camp. It’s so hard for
people here who are just starting their lives or their marriages…its
important to make it all as normal as possible. My wedding in Damascus
was one of my happiest days, I want that for other brides
too.

My son, Sami, was
killed…he fought for the rebels. There was no body
to bury. When I first came here with my husband, I never left our
tent. For three months….I was in so much pain, all I did was write my son’s
name over and over again on the tent walls. Then, I found art- through the
women’s program here- and I started making these pillows…they go under a
woman’s hijab to hold it up. I can make one in fifteen minutes. I sell
them at the camp now and make a living for me and
my husband.

Yaa Mama! Is
there any water for the
bath?

Amman, Jordan

Its that camp. Its too
many people…we are already in a
water crisis, how are we supposed to
keep hundreds of thousands of
Syrians alive?

No,
no water until Friday.
Wipe off with a
towel!

Things will get better.
Inshah-allah.

ISiS is
making a tremendous amount of
money because they have certain oil
camps, They have some in Syria, some in Iraq.
I would bomb the s--- out of 'em. I would
just bomb those suckers. That's right. I'd
blow up the pipes. ... I'd blow up every
single inch. There would be nothing
left.

I’m calling for a
temporary ban on all Muslims entering
the country until we figure out what’s going
on…I will destroy isis…

…This is the worst
refugee crisis since World War II…
millions of Syrians are fleeing their
country, attempting to cross borders with
no food…no drinking water….Smaller
economies like jordan and lebanon are
looking to europe and the us to
help…

Globalization has created a paradox in Syria: media coverage has
tranquilized Americans, and has distorted the reality faced by Syrian
refugees, making the their lived experiences unknown and the crisis
seemingly "far away and unsolvable."

When we listen to the stories of the refugees- the syrians who continue to
struggle as we speak- we can begin to emphasize with them and pressure our
government and our international community to make meaningful
contributions to the crisis relief in jordan, and other countries in the region.

Ma’salame!

although the syrian conflict is
seemingly intractable, we can make a
difference in the lives of its
survivors…children like omar, Whose
entire futures are at stake.

-The end-

